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Though we often do not consciously
acknowledge it, most of our clinical
decisions have their basis in previous
published research studies. Not all of
that clinical research was conducted
with rigorous scientific methodology
and sometimes conclusions were drawn
that are unsupported by actual data.
Nonetheless, all clinical studies are
potentially very powerful for shaping the
way in which medical care is delivered.
Even a single article can radically
change clinical practices or understanding of a disease process. It is sometimes
astounding, and embarrassing, to see
how dogma that had been accepted by
generations of clinicians is suddenly
challenged and disproved by an investigator who simply seeks to “know the
truth.” For example, two decades of
ACLS courses taught the empirical use
of sodium bicarbonate in the resuscitation of all victims of cardiac arrest. It was
not until studies showed that bicarbonate may actually cause harm by worsening cellular acidosis1 that the 1992
guidelines dropped it from routine use.2
In the air medical field, it was “common
knowledge” that electrical defibrillation/
cardioversion was not safe in an airborne
helicopter until a study published in
1989 proved that to be nonsense.3
Publishing in professional literature
and adding to the body of medical knowledge is a rewarding contribution to
make to one’s profession. However,
conducting credible research is not an
easy task; it’s plain hard work. Unfortunately, too often investigators are
willing to accept projects that are
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seriously flawed, rather than commit the
time and resources to do them properly.
Once such studies are published, their
conclusions are often quoted without a
close examination of the methodology.
Refuting the conclusions of faulty
studies takes a great deal of time and
effort. Too often the conclusions go unchallenged and inappropriate clinical
practices can result. Most flawed studies
in the medical literature are not the
result of dishonesty or laziness but due
to investigator ignorance. Unless individuals pursue a PhD, or a researchoriented fellowship or similar training
program, they may never receive any
formal education in research methodology. As a result, most people involved
with clinical research are relatively selftaught. In the course of “learning by
doing,” some never learn the basics,
others develop bad habits and almost all
can benefit from a more structured,
formal education in proper research
design and methodology.
We will address this need with this
multipart series in clinical research. Over
the next several issues, we will provide a
series of articles on the basics of
performing research that fill in some of
those educational holes, while also
serving as a “stand-alone” set of articles
for the novice who wishes to become
involved in clinical research. This series
of articles covers the entire research
process-formulating a research question, selecting a research design, fleshing
out a protocol, understanding the basics
of statistics,and, ultimately, presenting or
publishing the results. It is our hope that
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1. Your own clinical practice is often the Refining the Research Question
Once you have initially identified an area
best source. Every day you encounter
gaps in your own medical knowledge.
of research interest, or a preliminary
For example:
research question, the experience of a
a. Clinical observations you have “stream of ideas” is very common.
made that do not fit “the textbook.” Instead of just one research question,
b. Frustrations you feel when con- literally dozens of related questions may
fronted with a patient condition for come to mind. Should you look at the
which available treatment is very research question this way, or that way,
incomplete.
in this patient population, or in that
c. Treatment protocols that “every- patient population? Is it more important
one uses” but for which no one to look at antecedent history and pocan demonstrate a scientific basis. tential etiology, or natural course and
2. Discussion with professional col- outcome? Several related or “tag-a-long”
leagues.
type research questions may occur to
Often discussions of an individual
you. This process is very important in
patient or one’s clinical practices will helping to sort through options, helping
identify areas appropriate for clinical to better understand the source of interest and further defining the exact nainvestigation.
3. Inspiration from other investigators at ture of the research question. However,
professional meetings.
at this stage there is a great temptation
Often research presentations include to broaden the research question and
a discussion of “future directions for this temptation should be strongly reresearch” or “questions not yet an- sisted. It is important to sort through
swered.” Even when the investigator these various ideas and then focus your
claims already to be working on these research question down to a specific
questions, the reality is they most area. Too many researchers start out
often are not. Feel free to seek out with an ill-defined project with no
these individuals and further discuss testable hypotheses. If this is not
areas of mutual interest. Most re- rectified in the early stages, the entire
searchers love discussing their stud- study will be nebulous and waste pre
ies and quickly generate several ideas cious investigator time and resources.
Another potential obstacle, at this
worthy of further investigation.
4. Identification of gaps in the medical point, is the inability to proceed from a
How to Get Started
literature.
general area of interest/concern and
One of the great ironies of research is
While doing a literature review on a convert it into a specitic research questhat when you first get started in clinical
given subject, it quickly becomes ap tion Before any further planning efforts
practice you have the greatest amount of
parent that there are aspects of the can begin, research must have a primary
extra time, but the least number of retopic that are well known and other focus. One way to achieve this is to
search ideas. As you become more exareas in which knowledge is severely break the topic area into constituent
perienced, you find that there are dozens
lacking. Often, recommended clinical parts. Separately write down each aspect
or literally hundreds of research ideas,
practices are supported by anecdote, of the topic and transform each of those
but not nearly enough time to pursue
not by actual science.In addition, most into individual questions. Rank the ques
even the most important ones. Properly
research articles spend time discus- tions in order of importance or greatest
performed research is a lot more work
sing “the limitations of this study” or interest. This way you can single out one
than most people anticipate, and, at some
identifying appropriate related areas or two to build into your proposed propoint, almost every research project has
for further investigation. These are ject. Each study should have only one
an element of drudgery. As such, it is imusually discussed in the last two or primary question. It is common to also
portant to pick an area of true interest. If
three paragraphs of the article.
have one, two or, occasionally, three
researchers have a passion to know more
secondary questions. However, these are
about an area or the answer to a specific
After some practice, research ques- meant to be complementary and should
question, that enthusiasm will carry them tions can be identified practically every not be allowed to detract from the prithrough the most diicult stages of data time you see a patient. All that is required mary research question itself.
collection and analysis. If you are unsure is an inquisitive mind, a willingness to
After the initial “brainstorming” about
where to start, there are a number of question dogma and an appropriate base your research question, it is time to beexcellent sources of research questions of experience from which to make ob- come more structured. At this point,
all around us:
servations.
prepare to write down the exact prothis series of articles will bring a better
appreciation for the difficulty of doing
research properly, while also avoiding
some of the pitfalls encountered when
first involved in investigative studies.
When it comes to research, everyone
starts as a beginner, and the challenges
can seem overwhelming. However, it is
important to emphasize that the rewards
of performing good research clearly
outweigh the frustrations and diiculties.
There is certainly more than one way
to approach a research project. This
becomes painfully obvious when reading
multiple articles or textbooks on the subject. Each textbook contains slightly
different recommendations and often
uses different systems for categorizing
research designs, and so on. The important point is not to focus on a single
classification system or approach, but to
understand some of the basic underlying
principles and to learn to use the tools
that are most relevant to your setting,
background and experience. Regardless
of the system used, a systematic approach to performing research is
important, and there are some fundamental “rules” that have stood the test of
time. This series of articles presents a
relatively common accepted framework
for approaching research, and emphasizesa practical approach.
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posed research question in a single, understandable sentence. The question can
be written in a number of different ways
and it need not yet fit the form of a “null
hypothesis.” It should be simplea single sentence-and written in the
form of a question. The vast majority of
clinical research questions will fit one of
the following categories:
1. An evaluation of the accuracy or
usefulness of a diagnostic test.
2. An evaluation of the effectiveness
of a new or competing therapy or
device.
3. An evaluation of the etiology of a
clinical condition.
4. A description of the natural course
or outcome of a medical condition.
5. An analysis of clinical decision
making or cost effectiveness.
6. Description of current practice,
emerging trends or a new observation which is not previously described.
Except for this last area, which is
purely observational or descriptive, all of
the other categories of research questions benefit from an appropriate research design and scientific approach.
Once you have a draft research question,
it is easy to make the mistake of expediency rather than selecting a more
scientific approach to the project. Too
often investigators settle for what is
measurable or readily available, rather
than what is important. Now you should
have a good sense of what type of research question you wish to ask. To further refine the question, and help determine whether it is a practical project to
undertake, there are several aspects to
consider. The characteristics of a good
research question have been well described by Doctors Stephen Hulley and
Steven Cummings in their book, “Designing Clinical Research,” where they
use the acronym of a FINER research
question:
1. Feasible
Does your practice have an adequate
number of potential research subjects
and are there the appropriate resources
available to perform the project? Are the
end points measurable? Is the study
manageable in scope, financial costs and
in terms of your own time?
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2. Interesting

Is this a topic that truly interests you
and for which you have a “passion to
know?”
3. Novel

Is this a new idea or would it simply
be “reinventing”
a well established
wheel? Does it add to or refute previous
findings or provide new observations?
Does it help confirm previous studies
which remain controversial?
4. Ethical

Would performing this project represent ethical clinical and investigative
practices?
5. Relevant

Would the results of this project be
relevant in terms of impacting current
medical care or the direction of future
research? If, regardless of the results of
your study, the response of most of your
colleagues would be “So what?” then it is
probably not a project worthy of your
time and efforts.

search project is a requirement of the
program, but the residents are usually
inexperienced in this area. A year before the projects are due, each resident
must make a public presentation that
covers their intended research question
and interpretation
of the relevant
literature. The audience, consisting of
other residents and the faculty, is encouraged to constructively criticize
each presentation. This process helps to
refine the projects while in the planning
stages. If such opportunities are unavailable, informally discussing the
question at an appropriate educational
or administrative meeting can be very
helpful.
Taking

the Next Step

Now you have a research question that is
highly specific, though not necessarily
finalized. You have started the planning
process that is the most important part of
any research study. In research endeavors, 90%of your time should be spent on
The research question is the objective planning and 10%on actually performing
of the study-the gap in medical know- the study. The next step is to review
ledge that you hope to resolve. All of the systematically, or re-review, the literasubsequent research efforts will be ture relevant to your focused research
guided by the focus of the research
question. As a result of that literature
question; therefore, be careful in form- review, finalize your research question in
ulating that question. In many ways, this the form of a hypothesis. That hypothequestion becomes the compass by which sis will consist of two variables and exall subsequent decisions are made. Too press a proposed relationship between
often novice investigators do not appre- those variables.
ciate fully this fact and rush through the
The following is an example of taking
process of outlining their research ques- a general interest area and refining it
tion. Particularly at this stage of a re- into potentially good and poor research
search project, being on the right track questions, and finally into a focused
is more important than speed. As Sir question.
Area of research interest:
Francis Bacon pointed out so eloquently,
“The lame man who keeps to the right
l
Flight crew experiences with endotracheal intubation.
road outstrips the runner who takes a
Examples of poor or nebulous queswrong one. Nay, it is obvious that when a
man runs the wrong way, the more tions:
active and swift he is the further he will
l
Do flight nurses do a good job
go astray.”
with in-field intubations?
At the very least, discuss your rel
What is the nature of flight nurse
search question with an experienced
intubation experience?
and respected colleague. Far better, if
Examples of better worded questions:
the opportunity exists, present your prol
Does the intubation success rate
posed question before an audience of
of flight nurses equal that of flight
critical peers. Some institutions have a
physicians?
l
Do flight nurses have the same in“research in progress” conference that
tubation success rate in the field
serves this purpose very well. For exthat they do in the emergency de
ample, at the U.C. Davis Emergency
Medicine Residency, completing a repartment or the operating room?
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Examples of highly specific research
questions:
l
Does the use of neuromuscular
blocking agents increase the success rate of in-field intubations by
flight nurses?
l
Is the intubation success rate
better when performed in the helicopter than when performed outside the craft, at the scene?

Specific research questions can be
converted more easily into an actual research hypothesis, which can then be
tested using a study design and protocol.
Congratulations on taking the first
and most important step to being a
researcher. Though there are many
roadblocks ahead, there is tremendous
personal satisfaction in performing

credible research. This series will try to
help with each of the steps and point out
some of the pitfalls. In addition, if you
want to read about this subject in
greater depth, there are a number of
excellent textbooks available. Listed
below are some of the best for the
beginning researcher.
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Editor’s Note: The next installment in this series will be “Reviewing the Literature” and will appear in the April-June issue of
the Air Medical Journal.
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